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/AI/MACHINE LEARNING/

Representing.
Learning.
Optimization.

Operations made more efficient.
Added value extracted.
Previously unrealizable needs.
Higher quality achieved.
Automation of key processes.
The plumbing for your data lake.



/AI/MACHINE LEARNING/

Reconstituting the metadata that was 
on the set but got lost because it 
didn’t seem to be valuable.

Autonomous character animation.

Creating an HD version of a TV program by 
matching uncut neg to the standard def master.



/AI/AGENCY/

Representing.
Learning.
Optimization. Domain specific 

reasoning.
Self-reinforcement.
Acting with agency.



/AI/AGENCY/CREATIVE TOOLS/

If you’re not a writer, you 
might think AI can write 
a screenplay.

If you’re not a composer, 
you might think AI can 
compose music.

There is no 
evidence so far to 
suggest these are 
even close in any 
meaningful way.



/AI/AGENCY/CREATIVE ASSISTANT/

But what about a creative assistant? 

An AI system that knows your domain, learns how 
you create, what works for you and becomes 
personalized to help you be even more creative.

A bionic exoskeleton that helps you rather than a 
robot that replaces you.



/AI/AGENCY/CREATIVE ASSISTANT/

The evolution of the editor’s creative 
assistant:

It begins with assembling dailies. 

Then it cuts trailers (of course, in cooperation 
with the AI audience sentiment system). 



/AI/AGENCY/CREATIVE ASSISTANT/

And then it’s always there for the editor and 
as it learns their style,  as it analyzes the 
body of work of the director, as it scans 
through the takes, it suggests different ways 
to cut a scene…

It’s personalized AI.



If AI takes over the role of the assistant editor, 
where do new editors come from?

If I build an AI creative assistant for editors, 
and you use it and it learns from how you 
work, who owns the IP? 

/AI/UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES/



/AI/RAPID EVOLUTION

Combining different models and neural net 
architectures is an acceleration of capabilities that is 
going to change almost every aspect of production.

Single-method 
neural net 
stacks 

Mixed and hierarchical 
neural network 
architectures (CNNs, 
GANs, Recurrent Neural 
Networks) 



/AI/CONTENT GENOMICS

The ETC “Content Genomics” research is about 
creating a semantic representation of a movie, 
classifying every aspect – music, picture 
composition, color, edit cadence and so on... 

What does the use of the color red in a 
scene with a shallow depth of field at a 
turning point in the character’s arc mean?



/AI/IT’S JUST GETTING INTERESTING/
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